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English phonics worksheets for grade 3

Digrafi Wh, Sh, Ch and ThDigraphs Wh, Sh, Ch and ThU to this worksheet, students practice identifying words that share the same charts.1st gradeReading &amp; Writing Advanced Grammar: Sufiks #2Advanced Grammar: Sufiks #2A suffix, such as -ly, -ment, or -less, is added to the end
of the root word to change the meaning of the word. Help your child master the concept with this worksheet to study words that will match them, write, and identify suffix words.3 ClassReading &amp; Writing You can create tests and worksheets that can be printed from these class 3
phonetic questions! Select one or more questions by using the control boxes above each question. Then click add the selected questions to the test button before moving to another page. Previous page 1 of 8 Next previous page 1 of 8 The following registry and get access to: All Answer
Keys Ad-free Experience Premium/ Full Screen PDFs Unlimited Access Short A Vowel SoundS these files, your students will practice reading and writing words with short vowel sounds. Printable devices include word and image types, phonics card game, glue and paste activities, reading
sliders, and more. Long A Vowel SoundAll of activities that can be printed in this unit contains words that have a long vowel sound. There are word wheels, card games, cutout and paste activities, coloring books and more. Short A&amp;Long A (Mixed)Worksheets on this page have words
with short and long vowel sounds. These games and printable worksheets require students to sort or distinguish between two sounds. Short E Vowel SoundHelp students write and read words with a short vowel. This site tracks worksheets, reads spinners, paste and cutting projects and
puzzles. The long E Vowel SoundOur long e page has a variety of learning center activities, cutting and pasting activities, as well as word types. Short E&amp;Long E (Mixed)This page has a collection of printed worksheets and word games with short E and long-E vowel sounds. Short I
Vowel SoundFocus on short I vowel sound with these printable phonics worksheets. Long I Vowel SoundThese phonics phonics worksheets contain words that have long-and sound vowels. There are incision and glue activities, word wheels, word sliders and more. The short I&amp;Long I
(Mixed)Worksheets on this page have words with both long I and short vowel sounds. These printouts require your students to sort between two sounds. The short O Vowel SoundTois set of phonics worksheets teaches students about short O sound. Long O Vowel SoundTois collection of
printed phonics worksheets highlights words that have long-O sound vowels. Short O &amp; Long O (Mixed)Distinguish words with long-about sound vowel and those with a short About sound vowel with this choice of phonics worksheets. Short U Vowel Sound Short In Vowel Sound is
these printable mini-books, games, and worksheets. Long In Vowel SoundThese print worksheets are designed so that students read and learn about who have a long-U sound. Short U&amp;Long U (Mixed)Students can explore the differences between long-you and short In vowel sounds
words. Consonant B bWorksheets, mini-books and games that focus on the consensual letter b.Consonant C cPrintable games, worksheets, and mini-books that focus on the consensual letter c.Consonant dPrint these worksheets that focus on the consensual letter d.Consonant
FWorksheets to help students learn the letter f.Consonant G gWith these worksheets, Students will learn sounds made by the letter Mr. Consonant H hWorksheets, printable minibooks and games that focus on the letter h.Consonant J jComplete set of worksheets for the consonant letter
j.Consonant K kMaterials for teaching students about the sound made by the letter k.Consonant L lLearn on the consensual letter l with these printed worksheets. Consonant M mWorksheets, printable mini-books, and card games for the consensual letter m.Consonant N nPrint worksheets,
games, mini-books, and activities for the letter n.Consonant P pPractice sound made by letter p with these activities in the print classroom. Consonant Q qMaster sound made of the letter qu with these worksheets. Consonant R rPrintable worksheets, mini-books and games for the letter
r.Consonant With The Consonant letter with is the focus of this phonics set of worksheets. T tMini-book consonators, worksheets, and more on this letter page. Consonant V vWorksheets for teaching students about the letter v.Consonant W wWord varieties, cut and glue activities, and
printing for teaching /w/sound. Consonant X xHere are several activities for learning /x/ sound. Consonant Y yYes, you can learn to read about yolks, yak, yolks and yarn with /y / worksheets. Consonant Z zUse these worksheets and games practice reading words with /z/ sound. Chart:
CHPractice /ch/ sound with these worksheets and activities. Digraf: SHLearn say and read /sh / sound with these printable worksheets and activities. Digraf: THLearn two different ways of reading and say / th / with this print collection. Chart: WHPractice word reading with /wh/ sound.
Charts: Ch- and Sh- (Mixed)These worksheets will help your students learn to differentiate between /ch/ and /sh/ sounds and spelling. Blend Family: L-Family BlendsThis phonics unit has many printable worksheets with words with a mixture of L-families such as: bl-, cl-, fl-, gl-, pl-, etc..
Blend Family: R-Family BlendsPrintable worksheets for teaching students to read and write basic words that begin with letters no. cr, dr, fr, gr, pr and tr. Blend: BLRead and write words with sound /bl/. Mix: BRUse these printing activities to help teach students about the BR mix of consones.
Mix: CLUse activities that can be printed on this page to help students practice the CL mix of consonuous consones. Mix: CRThese printable activities can be used to teach students about cr mix consones. Blend: a wide selection of worksheets and students to learn about the DR mix of
consonuous consonies. Mix: The FLThis unit contains words that started with /fl/ sound. Words include: flamingo, flashcards, Florida, flossula, flute, fly, flag, flame, and flower. Mix: FRUse these worksheets to teach students to read words with /fr/sound. Mix: GLPrint from phonics worksheets
and activities on this page so your students can learn about words from the GL consontory mix. Mix: GRUSE these printable phonics worksheets and activities to help students learn words with/pr/sound. It includes the words: grapes, grass, green and barbecue. Mix: PLStudents will use this
wide range of worksheets and activities to learn about words with /pl/sound. Blend: The PRThis unit is dedicated to words with a PR mix of consonuous. You will find many different worksheets and activities for students to practice reading, writing and recognizing their PR words. Mix:
SCTeach your students on words with SC consonent blend with this phonics unit. Words in this unit include: scout, panic, scope, scoot, scarecrow, scarf, and scoop. Mix: SKWhen teaching your students about the mix of SK consonations, you will find all kinds of prints, such as: wheel
words, cut and glue activities, writing activities, flashcards and more! Mix: SLUse sentences, activities, and mini-books that help provide SL audio. Blend: SNTry reading and writing words with /sn/ sound. Blend: SPProtect a wide selection of printed games, activities, and worksheets that
contain words with a sp consonator mix (ex: spin, spy, spell, spring, and space. Blend: STTeach students read words with /st/sound. Mix: The SWThis unit that highlights SW words has all kinds of worksheets that can be printed, including word search puzzle, word slider, word wheel,
flashcards, cutting and pasting activities, and more! Mix: TRTeach students on TR agree with these printable activities, puzzles and worksheets. Blend: STRPractice word reading and writing with /str/ sound.r-Controlled Vowels: ARPrintable play word worksheets with r-controlled vowel
sound of the letter -ar. Sometimes teachers informally refer to r-controlled vowels as sounds as Bossy R sounds. OI and OYLearn o /oy/ vowel sound with that printout. Includes flash cards, word sliders, stamps, and sentence completion activities. OW and OULearn eye / ow / written with ou
and ow. EE and EALearn on long e sound written with digraphs ee and ea. OO WordsLearn about short and long oo sounds with these phonics worksheets. CVC words Worksheets on this page have words patterned consonator-vowel -consonator (CVC). CVVC WordsPrint activities for
teaching words with consonator-vowel-vowel-consonator pattern. CvCe (Silent e) WordsThis site has several different types of activities to learn about Silent E (CVCe) words. Start &amp;End SoundsInitial ConsonantsThese worksheets and games can be used to help students identify the
beginning of sounds in words. By finishing ConsonantsOn these worksheets, students determine which consensual sounds are at the end of each word. Word Families We have family unit words for dozens of family words, including -ack, -ad, -ag, -ail, -ake, -all, -ap, -an, -am, -and, -at, -at, -
ate, -aw, -ay, -eal, -ear, -eep, -eel, -eet, -ent, -ell, -ight, -name, -ine, -ing, -ook, -op, -ow, -ug, and -ump. Word Wheels (Word Families)Practice reading the word family sets with this word wheels. Sight Word Units We have 30 weeks of visual word units. Each unit highlights five words for
children to learn and includes a variety of vision word games, worksheets and learning center activities. Words of vision (singles)Download worksheets that can be printed for more than 200 individual words of vision. Each word has about nine worksheets. Dolch Sight WordsSight word
bingo, wheels of words and flashcards. Fry Instant Sight WordsUse these tools to help your students master fry instant word lists. Alphabet CrownsPrint letter and number hats that your students can paint and wear at school. Each hat contains the letter (or number) of the day, with pictures.
Phonics Mini-BooksPrint of this small 8-page mini-book for each consonator and vowel sound. Word LadderComplete these phonetic puzzles, students change the letters in the given words to build new words. (Level: Very basic) Phonics for older studentsFoniks for older students
(General)Phonics sounds vowels, mixtures, and diphthongs for students of higher elementary schools. Phonics for older students: The long and short vowels of SoundsRecogniza long and short vowels sound in words. Reading and Writing Worksheets - Full listPrintable worksheets to help
students learn long and short vowel sounds. Sounds.
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